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Introduction 

This report has been prepared independently by Ben Finney of the European School Lux 1 parents' association, 
on behalf of our parents. 

The key change for the 2016 edition of the Zinal trip was the journey by bus, previously undertaken by train 
(with luggage taken the day before by road). Use of the bus rather than truck and train reduced the cost of the 
trip to parents by over 200 euros. 

The trip remains extremely popular with the children, with the school survey of children finding that 95% found 
it positive or excellent, and 82% wanted to go again – even with the increased number of children on the trip 
this year. These statistics were even higher among the teaching staff. 

Logistics 

There was significant anxiety among parents regarding the change from train to bus before leaving, specifically 
around keeping the children together during the toilet stops and the ability of the bus drivers to safely drive up 
the winding mountain roads close to Zinal. 

Fortunately these factors proved not to be a problem. The buses stopped for 2 breaks each way, and though the 
journey lasted longer than was expected on the way there, there was no safety issue.  

Arrival in the resort was around 5pm, and getting ski material ready for the following day was difficult for 
children expected to ski the next morning. 

The overall journey time was reduced, compared to the train/bus combination used in previous years. 

The children were generally well behaved on the journey. 

Having the luggage travel with the children made the trip easier, as parents did not have to prepare and 
bring/send bags a day in advance.  

Resort/accommodation 

The quality of the hotel was good. Room sizes are adequate for the children, facilities are good, and there are 
several spaces used as ‘classrooms’ where children can work. 

Zinal is a small resort, which is effectively taken over by our two schools during our visit. Except during the 
weekend, the pistes and village facilities are used only by our schools. At the weekend, there are a few extra 
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people around – most noticeably those on snowboards, as both our children and adults are all exclusively on 
skis!  

Having effectively a private resort has clear benefits to safety, not least when skiing as there are fewer accidents. 

Ski area is not very challenging close to the lift, so it is good for learning. Having said that, the nursery slope lift 
does get very busy and I observed that children can wait 15 minutes to get the lift up the 200 metre gentle 
slope. 

Our ski instructors were very popular with the children, notably patient and helpful. The ski school was also very 
reactive when presented with the few problems or suggestions. 

Catering 

The food in the canteen was well received by the children, though less so by the adults. For example they served 
boiled hot dogs one evening, which the children loved while I returned for more soup! 

Particular attention was paid to people using hand sanitiser on the way into the canteen at meal times. Children 
are also asked to clean tables when they are finished, which none seemed to have experience doing but they all 
took turns, seeing it as a novelty. 

Children queue for their food at one of two stations (they choose the shorter queue independently, when paying 
attention) and the queues do get long. Fortunately they do move quickly, and the children are not rushed to 
finish. They can return to separate stations for second helpings if they like – the boiled hot dogs for example 
were popular. 

The noise level in the canteen during meal times was high, though not as bad as in the Lux 1 school canteen. 

Non-ski activities 

Swimming, walking tours, a visit to ‘the farm’ and the evening disco were all popular activities, and a good 
change of pace from the skiing. Access to the swimming pool via a private tunnel from our hotel was very 
convenient. 

The children were presented with a wide variety of non-ski activities by the monitors, ranging from writing and 
art to aerobics and theatre. 

The letter writing and diary activities were popular with parents when the children sent/returned them. 

Staffing 

The monitors who spend time with each class were friendly, helpful and patient. As they were primarily French 
speakers, and not necessarily bilingual, there were challenges in communication at times. 

The two injuries sustained while skiing were quickly attended to and dealt with by the medical staff we took with 
us. However, their manning of the infirmary was sporadic, and the school is going to focus on this point for next 
time. 

The ski instructors were especially praised this year, and I noticed great patience from them resulting in good 
progress by the children. 
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Other points to note 

The school is planning another trip for December 2017. 

Of the roughly 250 children from Lux 1 in P5 for 2016, 14 did not join the snow class, mostly due to illness or 
physical issues. 

The reduction in cost, due to the change from train to bus travel, has produced a significant saving of time and 
money. Only 6% of children were not happy with the travel by bus. 

There is not a lot of mixing between Lux 1 and Lux 2 children during the trip. The split of morning/afternoon 
skiing for the two groups by school could maybe be done by language section instead, to allow children in the 
different schools to get to know each other. 

The disco which was run by the monitors was very popular with the children. Having some monitors on stage 
dancing (some dressed as animals) encouraged even the boys to join in. 

Concerns and reflections for 2017 

As is the case annually, with the growing population of both schools, the number of children who will be in P5 in 
September 2017 will increase again. The schools believe there will be around 500 children going to Zinal this 
year, plus teachers and monitors. The ability of the hotel in Switzerland to accommodate that many people is 
being checked. Also the space available as classrooms, ski-kit storage and the canteen will be put under 
additional stress. 

The week was excellently organised, and the volunteers, teachers and staff managed a safe, successful and 
popular trip. It would not be simple to find a different location that can handle over 400 children, plus their 
accompanying adults. 

There is very little snow in the village, and the snow at the top of the mountain was hard. As the trend is for less 
and less snow each year, the medium-term future of having a snow-class in mid-December (despite the obvious 
advantages) needs to be examined. No show-shoe walking was possible this year due to a lack of snow. 

Parking around Lux 1 is a problem at the start and end of every school day. ‘No parking’ zones are not respected 
and some parents even park on the pavement and pedestrian crossings, which puts children in danger and can 
block access to buses. The school intends to request a police presence in future, to manage traffic and road 
safety during drop-off and pick-up times for school trips. 

 

 

 

 

 


